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CHARACTERIZATION OF CHARGE COUPLED DEVICES (CCD'S) 

USING MICROPROCESSOR BASED INSTRUMENTATION 

Martin Leonard Gronberg 

The University of Arizona, l*f 8*3 

Director: John A. Reagan 

The design, operation, and testing of an Infrared Charge 

Coupled Device (IRCCD) test facility is discussed which uses a micro

computer as a controller. With this test facility, IRCCD's can be 

optimized and characterized quickly, and the accuracy of the measure

ments is much greater than previously possible. 

The parameters of interest to characterize an IRCCD array are 

charge transfer efficiency, conversion efficiency, maximum signal 

level, and noise. A test facility is designed and built to measure 

these parameters. This test facility is used to characterize a Rock

well International 14501 CCD. The accuracy of the data is determined 

by comparison with the expected result furnished by Rockwell. 

The operation of the IRCCD test facility is discussed as well 

as a description of the coupling of the various instruments to the 

6502 based microcomputer. 



CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Since conception of the charge-coupled device (CCD) in 1970 

(Boyle and Smith), interest and development in the device as an imaging 

detector has exploded. Although linear detector arrays were available 

in the 1960's by the conventional, means of adding single elements, two-

dimensional detector arrays were impossible due to problems with pack

aging and electrical contacts. The CCD concept brought a new approach 

to two-dimensional mosaic detector arrays. A strong swing toward develop

ment is evidenced by the television industry, where most present day 

cameras use CCD arrays. It is clear also that CCD's are going to play 

an important role in a wide range of applications in the future, such as 

astronomy, radiology, and optical communication. Although large visible 

arrays used for TV have been available for several years (1975), the 

infrared CCD arrays are just coming of age. This is due to the fact that 

the silicon material is inherently sensitive to visible light radiation, 

but does not detect radiation above 1.1 micrometers. To detect this 

longer wavelength, infrared CCD mosaics are more complex, and therefore 

have not progressed as fast in their development. While small infrared 

arrays (8x8) have been available for some time, it is only recently— 

during the past two years—that square arrays of several hundred elements 

have successfully been made (32x32, 64x128). Improvements are continu

ing in element numbers, quality, and reliability. Testing, calibration 

and characterization techniques, however, have not kept pace. 
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This thesis work was directed to develop a universal IRCCD test 

facility that would shorten the lag between the advancements in infrared 

CCD's and their evaluation techniques. Certain requirements guide the 

design and building of the IRCCD test facility. The first is that the 

evaluation of any CCD array must be done efficiently, given the large 

quantity of data to be processed. A complete characterization and eval

uation of an array should be accomplished in a matter of hours. Present 

testing techniques may take several days or even weeks. A major consid

eration for the design of the system is universality. Several manufac

turers construct CCD arrays that are commercially available. These 

arrays use several techniques for charge transfer and are packaged in a 

variety of ways. A standardization of package design, pin outs or trans

fer techniques is not foreseen in the near future. It is therefore im

portant that the test facility be able to test several manufacturers' 

devices and convert easily and quickly from one to another. 

The IRCCD test facility must provide a hard copy of the tested 

parameters, and there must be a reasonable level of accuracy. This fea

ture eliminates the human error that so often occurs in present repeti

tive test methods for obtaining data on CCD arrays. Finally, the system 

must be inexpensive and easy to use. A general working knowledge of CCD 

array operation and an instruction manual for the test facility should 

be all that is necessary to operate the system. The control of the sys

tem should be accomplished from a central keyboard or control panel. It 

should require only one person to perform a successful setup and evalua

tion of a CCD array. Both the test parameters and the data output should 

be clearly evident. 
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The approach which was taken and implemented was to use a micro

computer as the central control of the test facility. The microcomputer 

controlled the operation or running of the IRCCD as well as the handling 

of the data to make the necessary performance evaluations. The micro

computer chosen was a Commodore CBM2001, which utilized a 6502 microproc

essor. 

This thesis work demanded a knowledge of both software and the 

detailed design and fabrication of hardware in order to interface the 

various electronic instruments. The program, written in BASIC, was de

signed to do most of the interfacing. The operator simply enters the 

timing diagram, using ones and zeros, and the program organizes them 

into the 8-bit words needed to set up the pattern generator. The follow

ing sections deleniate the system which was developed, its operation, and 

the types of figures of merit it can evaluate for an infrared CCD array. 



CHAPTER 2 

BACKGROUND ON CCD OPERATION 

The thesis work was directed toward the development of an IRCCD 

test console. However, a knowledge of the parameters of interest in an 

imaging CCD was necessary before building the instrumentation. This 

chapter contains an explanation of charge storate and charge transfer

ee two processes that are fundamental to CCD operation. The injection 

of charge packets into a CCD, and the output preamp that aids in the 

detection of these packets at the CCD's output are also discussed. This 

is followed by a quick explanation of the timing diagrams required to 

run a device supplied by Rockwell International, to demonstrate the fea

sibility of the console. Finally, some background and expected values 

for the CCD's parameters which the test console can evaluate directly 

(i.e., Noise, Signal, Charge Transfer Efficiency, and Conversion Effici

ency), are discussed. 

The Rockwell device used in the development of this system was 

a 4-phase surface channel device, although a 3-phase or 2-phase CCD can 

also be tested using this console. It is called a surface channel be

cause charge packets are stored very close to the interface between the 

semiconductor and the overlying insulator (Carnesa and Kosonocky, 1973). 

The other type of CCD available is a bulk of buried channel device in 

which the charge packets are stored some distance away from the surface 

of the semiconductor. A 3-phase or 2-phase CCD is also possible. 

4 
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Charge Storage 

A simplified structure of a metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) is 

shown in Fig. l.a. The metallic gate is electrically isolated from the 

silicon by a very thin insulator. This insulator is usually an oxide, 

and the most common choice is silicon dioxide (SiOg). If an increasing

ly positive voltage is applied to the gate of the MOS, the previously 

uniform distribution of holes (majority carriers) in the p-type semicon

ductor will be altered. The holes immediately beneath the gate are re

pelled and a depletion layer is created (Fig. l.b). The greater the 

positive voltage, the further the depletion region extends into the 

semiconductor, and the surface potential (<f>s) becomes increasingly posi

tive. Eventually a gate bias is reached at which the surface potential 

becomes so positive that electrons (minority carriers) are attracted to 

the surface where they form a thin (~10~2 vim) but very dense inversion 

layer (Fig. l.c). This inversion layer corresponds to a conducting chan

nel in a MOS transistor (MOST), and the CCD gate voltage that corresponds 

to the onset of the inversion layer is called the threshold voltage, v^. 

oxide 

electrode 

p-type semiconductor 

(a) 

depletion layer 

(b) 

inversion layer 

(c) 

Fig. 1. Single CCD electrode showing the creation 
of depletion and inversion layers. 
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There is, however, no source or drain in the CCD as there is 

in a MOST, and therefore there is not an abundant supply of minority 

carriers. This means that if the gate potential is suddenly pulsed well 

beyond the threshold voltage, an inversion layer cannot form immediately. 

Without an inversion layer the depletion region extends much further in

to the semiconductor and most of the potential difference between the 

gate and the substrate is dropped across this depletion layer. 

If minority carriers are subsequently made available via photo 

emission, the surface potential will fall as the inversion layer charge 

increases; this causes the depletion layer to shrink. The potential 

drop across the oxide will increase as a result. Given a sufficient 

amount of minority carriers, the equilibrium situation occurs and the 

surface potential falls to twice the Fermi potential Up). In the case 

of a semiconductor doped with 1015 acceptor atoms/cm3, this would be 

.6v. The remaining 9.4v in the example is dropped across the oxide. 

Because of the almost linear relationship between $ (surface 

potential), Vg and as shown in Fig. 2 and Fig. 3, a simple hy

draulic model for the charge storage mechanics can be created to show 

the operation of all CCD structures. The curves of Fig. 2 show that the 

depth of the potential well created on the application of a gate voltage 

in excess of is related to the magnitude of Vg. Figure 4.a depicts 

this relation on a 0.1 nm thick oxide structure. The introduction into 

the structure of an inversion layer brings about an almost linear reduc

tion of the surface potential (Fig. 3); it is analogous to pouring liquid 

into the well. The depth of the well (measured from the top of the well 

to the surface of the liquid), which represents the surface potential or 
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14  

12 

10 

8 \01 

6 

4 

minimum value or 0S = 2<j>p 
(= 0.6 V forNa = 1015 cm"3) 

0 
0 ! 10 4 6 

gate voltage, Vc (V) 

8 12 14 16 

ih 2.2 V 

Fig. 2. Variation of surface potential, <j»s, with gate voltage 
for MOS structures of different oxide thickness, tox, 
fabricated on a p-type silicon substrate of doping 
level 1015 cm-3. 
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VG = 10 v\ 

0 100 200 300 400 SOO 

charge density, 0,NV (nC/cm:) 

Fig. 3. Variation of surface potential, <f>s, with charge density 
for two of the MOS structures referred to in Fig. 2, 
when gate voltages of 10 V and 15 V are applied. 
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depletion layer, also decreases linearly with the amount of liquid intro

duced (see Fig. 4b and 4.c). Because of the 2<|>p relationship, the well 

cannot be filled to the top. 

Charge Transfer Concept 

For optical imaging application, the minority carriers are pro

duced by the interaction of light and matter, thus producing a charge 

packet proportional to the light intensity. Once the charge packet has 

been produced and is spatially located under a MOS site, it must be moved 

off the array to be read and analyzed. To understand the charge trans

fer concept and how charge can be moved from one location to another, 

the arrangement of four closely packed electrodes as shown in Fig. 5.a 

can be considered. 

Charge is stored in the potential well beneath the second elec

trode, which is biased at lOv. The remaining electrodes are biased at 

some point above V^, assumed to be below 2v, to improve the charge trans

fer efficiency. This will be explained later. Now the bias on the third 

electrode is increased to lOv. If the two lOv electrodes are close 

enough the charge will flow into the new potential well below the third 

e l e c t r o d e  a n d  w i l l  b e  s h a r e d  b y  t h e  t w o  e l e c t r o d e s  ( F i g .  5 . b  a n d  5 . c ) .  

Now if the voltage on the second electrode is dropped to 2v, the charge 

remaining below it will flow to the right under the third electrode 

(Fig. 5.d). The charge has now been transferred. The situation in 

Fig. 5.e is similar to that of Fig. 5.a, except that the potential well 

containing the charge has been moved one place to the right (spatially 

moved). 
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10 v io v 

£ 8 

12 

.VrV : 

I'r. = 5 V 

Vc. = 10 V-

j 

potential well empty 

(a) 

well one-third full 

(b) 

well completely full 

(c) 

4. The potential well concept. 

( a )  T h e  d e p t h  o f  a n  e m p t y  w e l l  i s  a p p r o x i m a t e l y  p r o p o r 
tional to the gate voltage; (b) and (c) For a given gate 
voltage, the depth of the well (measured to the surface 
of the liquid) decreases linearly with increasing charge. 

. potential 
well containing 

charge well just created 

well collapsing 

(d) (e) 

5. (a) - (e) Movement of potential well and associated 
charge packet by clocking of electrode voltages. 
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By continuing this process on the CCD electrodes, a charge packet 

can be transferred in a controlled manner just below the surface of the 

semiconductor. For a CCD structure consisting of more than a few elec

trodes, it would be impractical to have external access to each individ

ual electrode. This is avoided by grouping the electrodes together in 

phases and connecting each phase to a different timing pulse. The de

tailed structure of the CCD determines the number of phases needed to 

propagate the charge-filled potential wells in the desired direction. 

Various CCD structures and electrode setups exist, but the device de

scribed here used a four-phase clocking system and was, therefore, a 

4-phase CCD. To prevent transverse charge transfer, channel stops are 

fabricated into the CCD array between the columns. 

Charge Inputting and Output Sensing 

Having considered how a charge packet can be stored and trans

ferred in a multi-electrode MOS structure, the problems yet to consider 

are the insertion of the electrical charge into one end of the CCD shift 

register and detecting the charge packets at the other end. The general 

principles will be discussed here, followed by some details of the tech

niques utilized by this device. Since the imaging characteristics were 

of secondary importance, the charge packets were simulated by electrical 

inputs. 

Referring to Fig. 6, charge can be introduced onto the potential 

well created periodically under the first <f>! electrode by pulsing the 

input gate at the appropriate time in the CCD timing cycle. The input 
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field 
oxide 

1 iim thick 

input 
diffusion 

input 

CCD electrodes 
floating reset 

diffusion diffusion 

gate <f>l <t>3 0, 
output 

$3 gate 

TZJ7 

reset 
gate 

2, 
( n J (. n J 

gate 
:;i i. oxides ::; ; : p-type silicon substrate (~I0,S acceptors/cm')» 
0.1 #im thick ?f:-

ir-— 

Fig. 6. Cross section of a complete CCD system, including 
input and output circuitry (n denotes heavily 
doped n-region). 

diffusion supplies the minority carriers the same way the source does 

in a MOS transistor. The amount of charge allowed to flow into the poten

tial well is controlled by the magnitude of the potentials on the input 

diffusion and the input gate. 

The Rockwell 14501 CCD (Fig. 7), the device used in this thesis 

project, uses the potential equilibration technique commonly referred to 

as the fill and spill method (Emmons and Buss, 1974; Tompsett, 1975). In 

the preferred version of this technique, the gate next to the input dif

fusion, Gj (see Fig. 8 for example with 3-phase system), is held at a 

fixed potential while the clocking is applied to the second electrode, 

G2. The input diffusion, usually at a relatively high reverse bias, is 

pulsed to a low potential for a short period during which the potential 

well under G2 fills with charge. When the input diffusion is brought 

back to its normal reverse bias the excess charge will spill back into 
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Fig. 7. Gate layout for Rockwell 14501. 
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transfer 
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Fig. 8. Potential equilibration input technique. 

(a) input gate structure; (b) and (c) potential 
profiles showing fill and spill operations; and 
(d) potential profile showing transfer of input 
charge signal, QrTr» from input well to CCD 
register. 



the diffusion. The resultant charge packet in the well beneath G2 will 

be discussed in a later section. 

In the earliest CCD (Amelio et al., 1970), the charge packets 

were detected by removing the pulse from the last CCD electrode. This 

technique was soon replaced, however, by the addition of an output diode 

or floating diffusion (Beynon and Lamb, 1980) to the CCD register, as 

shown in Fig. 6. By strongly reverse biasing this diffusion, it acts 

as a "sink" for any charges arriving on the potential well associated 

with the last electrode of the CCD structure. In the 14501 there are 

two output gates (Fig. 7). The Output Transfer Gate 1 (0TG1) is actu

ally tied to the multiplexer Phase 3 (M3) and is, therefore, pulsed at 

the same rate and magnitude as M3. 0TG2 is held at a fixed bias-

beyond threshold, but much less positive than the output diode--and 

serves to minimize the electrostatic pickup by the output diode of the 

clock pulses on the last Ml (0TG1) electrode. 

The simplest way to detect the arrival of charge packets at the 

sense diffusion is to measure the current through, or the voltage across 

a series resistor connecting the diffusion to the bias supply. Due to 

the very small charges associated with CCD's, however, it is desirable 

to have some form of on-board preamplifier to minimize capacitive load

ing. The simplest form of on-chip low-capacitance amplifier is a MOST 

with its gate connected directly to the floating diffusion (Fig. 7). 

In this case a technique must be incorporated in the output circuitry 

for resetting the potential of the floating diffusion after the arrival 

and detection of each charge packet. This is usually done by adding a 
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reset gate and a reset diffusion as shown in Fig. 6. The reset diffu

sion is kept at the most positive potential of all, and the reset gate 

is pulsed after each charge packet has been detected. This drains the 

excess electrons to the reset diffusion, which resets the potential of 

the sense diffusion so it is ready for the detection of the next charge 

packet. 

Normally the resetting action causes a breakthrough (crosstalk) 

to the output of the amplifier due to the gate-to-source capacitance of 

the reset transistor. The breakthrough can be much reduced by employing 

a reset transistor having two gates in series (see Reset Gate 1 (RG1) 

and the Reset Gate Upper/Lower (RGU, RGL) on Fig. 7). By connecting the 

gate nearer to the drain (reset diffusion), RGU, to the resetting pulse 

and the other, RG1, to a constant potential, RG1 acts as a screen which 

reduces electrostatic breakthrough. In practice, the resetting and out

put transistors are usually integrated on the same substrate as the CCD. 

Parameters of Interest 

There are certain parameters of a CCD that will characterize 

the device and determine if it is a good device. The parameters which 

determine the quality of a CCD are as follows: Charge Transfer Effi

ciency, Conversion Efficiency, Maximum Signal Level, and Noise. Before 

going into the instrumentation which was developed to measure these 

figures of merit, the definition of each will be briefly discussed here. 

Since these parameters are so important, the IRCCD test console was 

developed to measure them accurately and quickly. 
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Charge Transfer Efficiency 

The charge transfer efficiency of a CCD is the fraction of the 

initial charge generated that is transferred to the output. A poor 

transfer efficiency is caused by several factors. The first problem 

arises because the CCD, by its very nature, is a dynamic structure which 

cannot store charge information indefinitely. The minority carriers are 

continually generated in all semiconductors due to the thermal generation 

of electron-hole pairs. These generated carriers fall into the potential 

wells and cannot be distinguished from those charges carrying the re

quired signal information. It is necessary, therefore, for the charge 

packet to transfer through the CCD structure in a time short enough that, 

the amount of additional charge picked up on the way is small. 

When the charge packet is transferred from one bucket to the 

next, a drift component is caused by the lateral electric field due to 

the variation in surface potential. As the charges move, the initially 

large drift component will fall as the difference in surface potentials 

equalizes and so the rate of charge transfer falls. It is therefore 

desirable to have the initial well collapse shortly after the next well 

is created, thus maintaining the drift field and so encouraging movement 

of charge into the well. If the voltage on the initial well is reduced 

very slowly, then it tends to retain charge; if it is reduced instan

taneously, backward flow loss occurs as shown in Fig. 9. Ideally the 

clock voltages should be turned off at a rate which maintains dynamic 

equilibrium between the clock voltage and the amount of signal charge 

remaining in the emptying well. As can be seen, charge transfer 
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well 
collapsing 

Fig. 9. Charge and potential distribution in a CCD 
showing the possibility of backward flow 
loss. 

(a) Near end of clock turn-off time, and 
(b) at the end of transfer time. 



efficiency plays an important part in determining the clocking rate of 

the electrodes and the sequence in which they are clocked. 

The remaining cause of transfer inefficiency that will be dis

cussed is surface trapping. The surface states present at the Si-SiOg 

interface are caused by the transition from the silicon lattice to the 

SiOg structure. There is a continuous distribution of these levels 

across the band gap which can trap and re-emit charge carriers. These 

surface states will empty if the CCD has zero charge for a long period 

of time. When a charge packet comes along, some of its electrons will 

be trapped by the surface states under each receiving electrode. As 

the charge packet leaves, the surface states start to empty. If this 

takes longer than the transfer time, then the trapped carriers will 

emerge from the CCD in subsequent charge packets (Sze, 1980). If the 

device were run at its optimal clocking rate, then surface trapping 

would be the major cause of transfer inefficiency; and the expected out

put wave form would be as shown in Fig. 10, if nine equal charge pack

ets were inserted into the device. The first pulse looses carriers to 

the surface traps and they emerge after the last charge packet. 

VOLTAGE 

"vi_T| r% ru 

TIME 

Fig. 10. Output pulse train. 
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For large transfer packets, the transfer is dominated by the 

self-induced drift. For times during which the shape of the carrier 

distribution remains stationary, the decay is described by 

Q(t) _ T0 (; 
Q t + r v' Mo o 

where Qq is the original amount of charge in the packet and 

Here L is the cell length, W is the cell width, and y is the surface 

mobility. With a half-full well, L=70 pm and V=10v, tq will be approxi

mately IxlO-7 s in silicon, which means that from electrostatic repul

sion alone it cannot be expected to have a CTE > .999 unless t >> 2 ps. 

Conversion Efficiency 

Conversion efficiency is a measure of the ability of the output 

preamplifier to convert electrons into volts. The higher the conversion 

efficiency, or gain, the greater will be the output voltage for the same 

amount of electrons. Conversion gain is usually obtained experimentally. 

An expected value, therefore, cannot be obtained, but desired values 

would be somewhere between .1 pv/electron and .4 pv/e. 

Maximum Signal Level 

The important feature of the signal is the maximum signal level 

or the maximum charge handling'capacity of the CCD. The potential well 

clearly has a maximum capacity governed by the gate voltage and the 

oxide thickness, which determine the depth of the well (and hence the 

T 0 
( 2 . 2 )  
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maximum charge per unit area that can be introduced), and the area of 

the electrode, which determines the area of the well's cross section. 

The charge that can be stored in a potential well under an "on" or high 

electrode held at some potential Vg above the rest potential is given by 

Qn = V A C = Vn A E° .£°x (2.3) 
9 g ox g dQX 

where A is the active area of the electrode, CQx is the oxide capacitance 

per unit area, e the oxide dielectric constant, and d is the oxide Ua U A 

thickness. 

There are other factors which must be considered. In the presence 

of a full charge packet, the absolute limitation on the signal handling 

capability is limited by the breakdown strength (Em ) of the gate oxide, 
iTlaX 

which has to bear most of the applied gate voltage. The maximum charge 

per unit area which can be stored at the Si-SiOg interface is thus 

Qn ^max e„v Emav * 1.6 m C cm"2 = 1013 e"/cm2 (2.4) A o ox max 

where E is the breakdown strength of the oxide and is typically in max 

the 1 to 5xl06 v/cm2 range. In the 14501, the gate area is 68x31 ym 

with an oxide thickness of 1200 A ± 100. This gives a typical storage 

capacity of 1 to 2xl06 electrons. 

Noise 

Noise, which is superimposed on the true signal charge at the 

input, during the transfer, or at the output of a device, reduces the 

accuracy with which the information represented by the charge packets 

can be retrieved and sets a lower limit on the useful size of charge 
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packets in a CCD. There are a number of sources of noise in an IR imager 

which uses a CCD readout. Thermal dark current variations or clock noise 

feed-through can occur, along with noise associated with uniform thermal 

generation, noise associated with signal transfer in the CCD, and noise 

associated with readout from the CCD. There is also noise associated 

with the input circuit used to put the signal into the CCD and noise 

associated with the floating diffusing. Table 2.1 gives the formulas 

for these sources of noise. The formulas will be used later to predict 

the expected level of noise and compare that to the actual measured 

level. 
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Table 2.1. Expressions in number of electrons for noise sources 
associated with CCD's. 

Type 
Expression 

rms carrier fluctuation Terms 

Photon Wr,EpVif' G = photoconductive gain 

n = quantum efficiency 

Ep = photon irradiance 

Ad = pixel area 

T. = integration time 

Input [kT-Cin-q"2]'5 k = Boltzmann Constant 

T = temperature 

C. = input capacitance 

q = charge of electron 

e = transfer ineff ic iency 

N = number of carriers in 
signal packet 

Transfer Ineffi
ciency 

[2 e N j 5  

Trapping Noise [MkT A^Ngg^n 2]^ M = number of gate transfer 

Ngs = density of surface states 

Dark Current p W A . t j ' *  t = 

Ni = 

w = 

T ~ 

total time charge spends 
in device 

intrinsic carrier life
time 

depletion depth 

minority carrier life
time 

Floating Diffusion [kT C0 q"2]'s Co = output capacitance 

Preamplifier Noise IV. 8kT.fl2 

L"2 39m J 

Af = 

^m 

electrical bandwidth 
transconductance 



CHAPTER 3 

APPROACH 

All the design considerations had to be kept in mind when 

determining the approach to take in building this test facility. The 

most important of these was that the system had to be universal and 

easy to convert from one array type to the next. Had this been sacri

ficed, it would have critically limited the usefulness of the test 

facility. 

The microcomputer was chosen because it fulfilled several of 

the design criteria. The system must be easy to operate. The micro

computer was programmed to control all the CCD setup requirements and 

perform the tests. The operator has only to enter the timing diagrams 

and other parameters, and the program will control the necessary hard

ware to generate the desired clock pulses. 

Since a "quick look" at the performance of the CCD is all that 

is desired, the parameters discussed in the previous chapter (i.e., 

CTE, conversion efficiency, maximum signal, and noise) will be all that 

needs to be tested. The microcomputer is large and powerful enough to 

do this. The program gathers the information from the device and per

forms the needed tests. External hardware will be needed, however, to 

acquire the information from the device. 

The microcomputer also has the ability to save the timing dia

grams and any other needed information on a magnetic disk. This allows 

the operator to retrieve the information at a later time; thus the 
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entire setup procedure does not have to be repeated. The microcomputer 

also has a printer; so a hard copy of the test results and any other 

needed parameters can be obtained. 

Finally, the microcomputer is fast and versatile. By using a 

computer, rather than some manual means, the setup and testing of the 

CCD can be done quickly. By creating the program so that it will accept 

any timing diagram, the system is universal. The timing diagrams are 

easy to change along with the clock frequency and the magnitude of the 

clocked signal. The system is, therefore, easy to convert from one CCD 

to another. 

The Interface Technology pattern generator was chosen for its 

versatility and speed. The pattern generator can be controlled through 

an IEEE port which allows the microcomputer to set it up. This elimi

nates user error in this rather complicated operation. The generator 

can clock up to a rate of 10MHz, which is more than fast enough to oper

ate any existing IRCCD and leaves room for CCD development. The clocking 

rate can be set internally or controlled externally, which again makes 

the system more versatile. Since the pattern generator puts out TTL 

level pulses, the Pulse Instruments CCD Clock Drivers were added to vary 

the clocked signals to the levels needed for operating the CCD. The 

clock drivers can vary the magnitude of the clock pulse between ± 25v 

and can also reshape the pulse rise and fall time (a square pulse is 

not desired on buried channed CCD's). Most IRCCD clock pulses are in 

the range of -25v to +25v. 
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Finally, a device was needed to measure signal and noise levels 

on the CCD. To do this, the output voltage of the CCD must be accurately 

sensed. Any form of voltage sensing technique using a sensing diode will 

suffer from kTC noise that is introduced by resetting the voltage between 

samples through a resistance with Johnson noise. This kTC noise, how

ever, can be essentially eliminated by using correlated double sampling. 

In Fig. 11, a typical output waveform is shown. The output will have 

reached its equilibrium state in a typical reset time of 10"8 to 10"7 

seconds after the reset MOST has been turned on. After the reset MOST 

is turned off, there will be a drop in the output voltage due to a clock 

feedthrough. Now the charge packet is clocked into the output diode, 

and the reduced reverse bias voltage is usually sampled at instant S2 

with respect to some fixed reference. In this case the kTC noise voltage 

is effectively present in the waveform at S2. If, however, two samples 

are taken, one at Sx just after the reset MOST is turned off, and the 

reset clock feedthrough 

reset 
interval charge packet 

clocked into 
output diffusion 

clocked into 

Fig. 11. Elimination of resetting noise by correlated double 
sampling: output voltage waveform of reset amplifier 
circuit, showing sampling points Sj and S2. 
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other at S2 after the signal charge has been clocked into the output 

diode, and if the time between Sx and S2 is much less than the time con

stant for the MOST turned off (R^f CQ); then the same kTC noise will be 

present on both samples. Thus the noise is correlated and can be re

moved by subtracting V<- from VQ if the time elapsed between sample 

points Sx and S2 is small compared to RQ^ CQ. Typically, RQ^ CQ is 

on the order of .1 sec. 

The circuit used to implement the correlated double sampling is 

shown in Fig. 12. Pulses are sent to the sample and holds at times Sj 

and S2. The output of these sample and holds is then sent into a differ

ence amplifier, where the difference voltage is found. The difference 

between the two voltage levels at times Sx and S2 is the important quan

tity for determining noise. The difference voltage is then sent through 

a 14-bit Analog to Digital converter, and the digital information is 

stored in the microcomputer. A 14-bit A/D converter gives a range of 

16,384; and, over a typical IRCCD output voltage spread of lOv that 

is a little more than the dynamic range expected from the IR detector 

arrays, which is desirable. 

Thus the components of the test facility were selected and inte

grated through additional hardware and software. BASIC was selected as 

the programming language because it was readily available, easy to use, 

and fast enough to perform the desired tasks. The programming technique 

will be discussed in the next chapter. 
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CHAPTER 4 

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION 

This chapter describes the CCD test facility. The first part 

describes how the timing diagram is set up through the computer/pattern 

generator IEEE interface. The second part describes how the clocking 

voltage levels are read, set up, and stored. How the test facility 

evaluates and does a diagnosis of a CCD array will be discussed in the 

next chapter. A block diagram of the test facility is shown in Fig. 13. 

The central instrument is the microcomputer, which controls the opera

tion. It is connected to the timing generator via IEEE-488 and to the 

clock drivers via an interface box. These four pieces of gear are all 

that is necessary to operate a CCD array. The floppy disk for memory 

storage and printer for hard copy are needed only for ease of operation 

and analysis. 

Waveform Generation 

The first task that needs to be addressed is putting the timing 

diagram, discussed in Chapter 2, into computer memory. This requires 

the use of blocks, which are made up of ones and zeros. The ones are 

used to represent the timing diagram when it is high and the zeros when 

it is low. The magnitude of the signals is set at a later time. An 

example of the blocks necessary to produce the timing for the Rockwell 

device is given in Appendix A. Up to 18 clocked synchronous signals 

can be generated by the present test facility. Each channel can contain 
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up to 255 ones or zeros, and these can be looped and repeated any number 

of ways to recreate the desired timing diagram. 

The actual clocked signals will come out of the pattern generator; 

therefore, the software must take the ones and zeros in the order they 

appear, with the repetition of the blocks, and convert them into the 

words and commands needed to recreate the timing diagram within the pat

tern generator. The pattern generator operates by taking the ones and 

zeros organized by the computer and converting them to a high or low TTL 

level signal. The order in which they are put out and repeated is deter

mined by the program set up in the pattern generator. 

The words are set up by simply storing the ones and zeros, in 

the order they appear, in three one-dimensional arrays. The three arrays 

are called W%(255), Wl%(255), and WX%(255). Each array is 8 bits wide 

by 255 words long. Only 2 bits of the last array are used for channels 

17 and 18. Looking at the example below, 

BLOCK #1 

CH 1 11110000 
CH 2 00111100 
CH 3 00001111 
CH 4 11000011 
CH 5 00000010 
CH 6 10111111 
CH 7 10000000 
CH 8 00000000 
CH 9 00000000 
CH 1O 00000000 
CH 11 00000000 
CH 12 00000000 
CH 13 00000000 
CH 14 00000000 
CH 15 00000000 
CH 16 00000000 
CH 17 11111111 
CH 18 00000000 

W7. (2) =00001001 
W1'/. (2) =00000000 
WX"/. (2) =00000001 

W7. (3) =00100011 
W17. (3) =00000000 
WX7. (3) =00000001 

W7. (1) =01101001 
*-CH 8 *CH 1 

W17. (1) =00000000 
*-CH 16 *CH 9 

WX7. (1) =00000001 



the first column in block one is broken into three parts. The first 8 

channels in this column are stored in W%(1), with the next 8 channels 

being stored in W1%(1), and the final two channels in the column being 

stored in WX%(1). The next column is stored in the second element of 

each array. This process is continued until all the ones and zeros in 

all the blocks are stored in the order they appear. These arrays are 

then simply stored into the word memory of the pattern generator. 

The setting up of the program to take these words and put them 

in the proper sequence is a little more difficult. An example of a pro

gram needed in the memory of the pattern generator for outputting of some 

timing blocks is shown in Fig. 14. Each command consists of a 16-bit 

word. The program commands are, therefore, saved in two one-dimensional 

arrays similar to the arrays used to save the words. 

It can be seen from Fig. 14 that only four program commands are 

needed for outputting of each block. These commands are Define First 

Memory Address (DFMA), Start Word (Pattern) Generator Loop (STL), Define 

Last Memory Address (DFA) and Jump on Input Flag (JIF). In addition to 

these, only a few initialization commands are needed for outputting of 

the clocked wave forms. The Define Word Output Parameters (DOP) con

trols the output format and sets the output for parallel data. Define 

Period (DEP) is used to default the pattern generator to be set up with 

an internal period of 1 usee. This will be changed by the operator when 

the master clock period is set. 

The blocks are set up by using the four commands necessary to 

define a block. The word memory address of the first word in the block 
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PROGRAMMING EXAMPLE 

The following is a simplified program which shall be used to describe 
the programming procedures. The example program transmits table A 
ten times, table B five times, table C twice and then halts. 

PMA 

00 

01 

02 

03 

04 

05 

06 

07 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

PM 

DOP 1,1 

FMW1 = A start 

STL E,C,10 

DLA = A end 

JIF3 = 0,04 

DFMA = B start 

STL E,C,5 

DLA = Bend 

JIF3 = 0, 10 

DFMA = C start 

STL E, S, 2 

DLA = C end 

JLC2 =1, 14 

JUN 15 

COMMENTS 

Define output word format as 1 output 
word per memory word and 1 output 
word for the last memory word. 

Define and fetch first word of Table A 

Start word generator using external 
clock (i.e., timing simulator), contin
ue to next table when complete, and 
repeat for 10 loops. 

Define last address of table A 

Wait at address 04 until word gene
rator has started last loop of Table A 

Define first address of table B. 

Continue word generator operation for 
table B under timing simulator control, 
continuing to next table when complete, 
and repeat for 5 loops. Note the 
microprocessor will wait at address 06 
until the word generator completes the 
last word of the last loop of table A. 

Define last address of table B 

Wait until word generator has started 
last loop of table B. 

Define first address of table C. 

Continue with table C, stopping word 
generator when complete, and repeating 
for 2 loops. 

Define last address of table C 

Wait at address 14 until word generator 
is complete. 

Halt 

Fig. 14. Sample pattern generator program. 



is saved, along with the op code for DFMA, in the program memory array. 

This is followed by an STL command with the number of repetitions for 

that block. Then the address for the final word in the block is stored 

with the DLA command. Finally, a JIF command is stored in the program 

array to cause the proper timing in the pattern generator. This is done 

for each block and stored in the program arrays in the sequence they 

appear in the timing diagram. 

After the program sequence and the words are saved, the only 

remaining item to be set is the master clock period. This determines 

the speed with which the program sends the words out. In the example 

shown before, if the master clock period were set to 1 ysec, then Block 

#1 would take 8 usee to complete. The clock period can be set up in 

two ways. It can be set externally by applying a pulse to the back of 

the pattern generator. The period of the pulse will determine the master 

clock period. The second way is to set the period internally by program

ming it into the pattern generator. This is done by entering the de

sired period into the microcomputer. The program then substitutes the 

default period of 1 ysec on the DEP command with the one entered by the 

operator. Note that the master clock period can be varied from .1 ysec 

to 1 sec without affecting the timing diagram for the array. 

After all this is set up on the microcomputer, it is sent to the 

pattern generator through the IEEE-488 bus that connects the two devices. 

Once the pattern generator is set up, the microcomputer is free to do 

other things while the generator is continuously involved in outputting 

of the clocked signals. This is important because the microcomputer is 
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needed to perform tests on the device while it is operating. To modify 

the clocked signals or the master clock period, the arrays are modified 

in the microcomputer memory and the pattern generator is set up again 

using the IEEE-488 bus. 

Proper Voltage Levels 

The next step is to set up the voltage levels on the CCD clock 

drivers. The clock drivers are used to change the magnitude of the TTL 

level clocked signals coming out of the pattern generator to a voltage 

level needed to operate the CCD device. These voltage levels can be 

set in two ways, manual or microcomputer control. They can be set man

ually using the controls on the front of the CCD clock driver plug-ins 

directly. After optimization, these manual settings can be stored in 

the microcomputer using an Analog-to-Digital converter in the interface 

coupler. The program controls the interface coupler to sample each level 

of the CCD clock drivers. These levels are then converted into an 8-bit 

digital word and stored in the microcomputer for the future. 

The microcomputer can also be used to set up the drivers. Each 

CCD clock driver has two 12-bit Digital-to-Analog converters in it. One 

converter is for the high level and one for the low. The desired high 

and low levels are entered into the microcomputer; the program converts 

the numbers entered into the 12 bits corresponding to that level and 

stores them in a two-dimensional array (two 8-bit locations are needed 

to store the 12-bit word). When the voltage is to be set up on the 

clock driver, the mode switch is set to the DAC mode and the microcomputer 

sends the two 8-bit words out to a 6820 Peripheral Interface Adapter in 



the interface coupler. The PIA has two 8-bit ports so it is able to 

set up the 12-bit digital level to the DAC in the CCD clock drivers. 

The DAC's then convert the digital level into the desired voltage level 

in the clock drivers. 

PIA 2 is used to select the plug-in in each mainframe as the 

data for that particular plug-in becomes valid on the other PIA's. It 

also tells the mainframe if the data is a "Hi" or "Lo" level for that 

plug-in. Once the plug-in is selected, the 12-bit voltage level is put 

out on the PIA for that mainframe and the Data Valid is strobed to load 

the DAC in the rear of the plug-in. This is repeated until all the vol

tage levels are set. 

Once the timing sequence, master clock period, and clock driver 

levels are set for optimal performance of the CCD these levels can be 

stored on a floppy disk. This way the entire sequence of entering the 

timing diagrams and other information does not have to be repeated to 

operate the device at a later time. The information is simply entered 

from the disk and put out to the proper units in the test facility. 

Menu Description 

The software is designed so that the operator can run the test 

facility from the microcomputer keyboard. Each operation is selected 

from a set of menus. This selection from menus is continued until 

reaching the specific operation to be performed. At this time the 

microcomputer interacts with the operator to accomplish the desired 

task. A listing of the menus follows, along with a brief explanation 

of each function. 
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Operation Menu 

Upon initialization of the program, the following menu will be 

displayed: 

**** SELECT OPERATION TO PERFORM **** 

1-VIEW TIMING & VOLTAGES 

2-MODIFY TIMING & VOLTAGES 

3-SAVE TIMING & VOLTAGES 

4-LOAD INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY UNIT 

5-M0NIT0R/SAVE VOLTAGE LEVELS 

6-INPUT OLD DATA 

7-INPUT NEW DATA 

8-DEVICE TESTS 

9-SET UP CLOCK DRIVERS 

10-SET UP SAMPLE & HOLD BLOCKS 

To enter a particular mode, the number preceding the desired 

mode is entered, followed by a RETURN. 

Individual Parts 

1-VIEW TIMING & VOLTAGES - when the VIEW TIMING & VOLTAGES mode 

is entered, the following menu will be displayed: 

**** VIEW TIMING & VOLTAGES **** 

1-VIEW SINGLE BLOCK 

2-VIEW BLOCKS SUCCESSIVELY 

3-VIEW NESTED LOOPS 

4-VIEW CLOCKING 
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5-VIEW CHAN I DENT 

6-VIEW DC IDENT 

7-PRINT DATA 

8-VIEW SAMPLE & HOLD 

9-VIEW I FT PROGRAM 

10-VIEW VOLTAGE LEVELS 

11-RETURN 

1-VIEW SINGLE BLOCK - allows the operator to view any desired single 

timing block. The desired block number is entered and that block will 

be displayed. 

2-VIEW BLOCKS SUCCESSIVELY - the same feature as above, only this allows 

the operator to step through every block in succession. 

3-VIEW NESTING LOOPS - used to view the nested looping of the blocks. 

The beginning and ending blocks are shown, as well as the number of 

times they are looped. 

4-VIEW CLOCKING - displays the mode of the clocking, external or internal. 

If it is internal the clock period is also shown. 

5-VIEW CHAN IDENT - displays the identification of all the CCD Clock-

driver channels. 

6-VIEW DC IDENT - displays the identification of all the DC Power Supply 

channels. 

7-PRINT DATA - allows the operator to print a single selected block or 

a listing of the entire data. 

8-VIEW SAMPLE & HOLD - displays the selected Sample and Hold block. 

9-VIEW IFT PROGRAM - displays the arrays used to program the Interface 
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10-VIEW VOLTAGE LEVELS - after a small delay, the programmed voltage 

levels for the CCD Clockdrivers and the Power Supplies will be shown. 

If no levels were entered, a 25 will be displayed for each voltage level. 

11-RETURN - will always return to the main Operation Menu or the menu 

previously displayed. 

2-MODIFY TIMING & VOLTAGES - when the MODIFY TIMING & VOLTAGES mode is 

entered, the following menu will be displayed: 

****M0DIFY TIMING & VOLTAGES**** 

1-MODIFY CLOCK PERIOD 

2-MODIFY BLOCK • 

3-MODIFY NESTED LOOPING 

4-MODIFY IDENTIFICATION 

5-MODIFY CLOCK DRIVER VOLTAGE 

6-MODIFY DC VOLTAGES 

7-RETURN 

1-MODIFY CLOCK PERIOD - allows the operator to set the clocking either 

Internal or External. If internal is selected, the frequency can 

also be entered. 

2-MODIFY BLOCK - the following menu will be displayed: 

1-DELETE A BLOCK 

2-ADD A BLOCK 

3-MODIFY EXISTING BLOCK 

4-MODIFY SAMPLE & HOLD BLOCK 

5-MODIFY BLOCK REPETITION 

6-RETURN 
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1-DELETE A BLOCK - deletes selected block, renumbering the following 

blocks. 

2-ADD A BLOCK - adds a block following desired block, renumbering the 

following blocks. 

3-MODIFY EXISTING BLOCK - allows operator to make changes to desired 

block. An "E" may be entered to exit this mode at any time. 

4-MODIFY SAMPLE & HOLD BLOCK - same as above except changes are made 

to desired Sample and Hold blocks. 

5-MODIFY BLOCK REPETITION - allows operator to change the repetition 

of desired block. 

3-MODIFY NESTED LOOPING - the following menu will be displayed: 

****NESTED LOOPING**** 

1-DELETE A LOOP 

2-ADD A LOOP 

3-MODIFY LOOP REPETITION 

4-RETURN 

- these features work the same way as the respective MODIFY BLOCK 

features. 

4-MODIFY IDENTIFICATION - the following menu will be displayed: 

**** MODIFY IDENTIFICATION **** 

1-MODIFY TITLE I DENT 

2-MODIFY CHAN I DENT 

3-MODIFY CHAN I DENT SERIALLY 

4-MODIFY DC I DENT 



5-MODIFY DC I DENT SERIALLY 

6-RETURN 

1-MODIFY TITLE IDENT - used to change the title of the program. 

This is the name that the program is saved under when stored on the 

floppy disk. 

2-MODIFY CHAN IDENT - used to change selected CCD Clockdriver channel 

identification. 

3-MODIFY CHAN IDENT SERIALLY - same as above except all the channel 

identifications can be changed; usually used when first identifying 

channels. 

4-MODIFY DC IDENT - same as 2 - only applies to DC Power Supplies. 

5-MODIFY DC IDENT SERIALLY - same as 3 - only applies to DC Power 

Supplies. 

3-SAVE TIMING & VOLTAGES - allows operator to SAVE TIMING & VOLTAGES on 

tape or selected floppy disk. It is advisable to do this frequently 

when building a file, in the event of an operator error or an "OUT OF 

MEMORY ERROR." 

4-LOAD INTERFACE TECHNOLOGY UNIT - loads Interface Technology Pattern 

Generator through the IEEE cable. The switches that must be used on 

the Unit are explained on the terminal when this command is used. 

5-M0NIT0R/SAVE VOLTAGE LEVELS - after a small delay, the voltages on 

the CCD Clockdrivers and DC Power Supplies will be displayed. To print 

these levels, "P" is depressed and the displayed values will be printed. 

An "S" is used to save the displayed values. "E" will exit this mode. 
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6-INPUT OLD DATA - allows operator to enter a previously saved file from 

the tape or selected floppy disk. 

7-INPUT NEW DATA - allows operator to enter new timing blocks into memory. 

An "E" may be entered to complete the block with zeros at any time. The 

block repetition must also be entered. 

8-DEVICE TESTS - the following tests can be performed in this mode: 

Signal, Noise, Charge Transfer Efficiency, and Conversion Efficiency. 

The procedure for these tests will be covered in Chapter 5. 

9-SET UP CLOCK DRIVERS - the following menu will be displayed: 

**** SET UP CLOCK DRIVERS **** 

1-INPUT LEVELS FROM DISK 

2-INPUT LEVELS MANUALLY 

3-OUTPUT VOLTAGES TO DRIVERS 

4-PRINT LEVELS 

5-RETURN 

1-INPUT LEVELS FROM DISK - works exactly the same as INPUT OLD DATA. 

2-INPUT LEVELS MANUALLY - serially accepts voltage levels for CCD 

Clockdrivers and DC Power Supplies. 

3-OUTPUT VOLTAGES TO DRIVERS - sends out the 12-bit information to 

the DAC's in the CCD Clockdrivers and DC Power Supplies. The main

frames must be on to do this. After this is completed, each plug-in 

will put out the programmed voltage level when set to "DAC." 

4-PRINT LEVELS - prints levels and identification of all the CCD 

Clockdriver and DC Power Supply channels. 



10-SET UP SAMPLE & HOLD BLOCKS - works the same way as INPUT NEW DATA, 

except it sets up the Sample and Hold blocks rather than the timing 

clocks. Must be done after INPUT NEW DATA or INPUT OLD DATA. 



CHAPTER 5 

TEST AND EVALUATION 

The method used to evaluate and obtain each of the characteriza

tion parameters will be discussed in this chapter. The results obtained 

will be compared with the expected values. The parameters of interest 

to characterize a CCD have been discussed already; however, the descrip

tion of the test equipment to do this diagnosis was not given in Chap

ter 4. The primary piece of equipment used to evaluate the CCD perfor

mance was a correlated double sample A/D converter. The interconnection 

and working of the 14-bit correlated double sample A/D converter will be 

discussed first. A block diagram of the unit is shown in Fig. 12. 

Correlated Double Sample (CDS) A/D Converter 

The CDS A/D converter unit has three inputs. One, of course, is 

the analog input, to which the video output of the IRCCD is connected. 

In some cases an in-line amplifier or buffer is inserted in this connec

tion to help drive the coax or give the output signal some gain. The 

other two inputs are the timing signals for sample and hold of the analog 

video signal at point 1 (Si) and point 2 (S2) (see Fig. 11). These 

clocked signals come from the pattern generator the same way the timing 

blocks do. A separate set of blocks, however, called sample and hold 

blocks, must be put in to control the A/D converter. The words are 

stored in bits 2 and 3 of WX%(). The sample and hold blocks are cycled 

exactly the same as the timing blocks; so the program array for the 
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timing blocks also controls the sample and hold blocks. This way the 

sample and hold information is transferred into the pattern generator 

at the same time as the timing information. 

The output for the 14 bits and sign are parallel on 15 lines 

from an edge card in the back of the unit. An end of conversion (EOC) 

pulse is also sent out of this card to signal when the conversion has 

been completed and the data on the lines is valid (see Fig. 15). The 

14 bits and sign are connected to the two 8-bit ports of another 6820 

PIA. The EOC is connected to the CAT Interrupt Input Line of the 6820. 

As can be seen in Fig. 15, the total conversion time can be com

pleted in as little as 2 ysec. Since Basic is not fast enough to check 

for valid data and then read it into memory, a machine language program 

had to be written to do this. The machine language program was kept 

short so that it would be fast enough to collect the data from the A/D 

converter. The program is as follows: 

0834 A9 04 LDA #$06 
0836 8D 11 8D STA $8D11 control reg. A of PIA 
0839 8D 13 8D STA $8D13 control reg. B of PIA 
083C A2 00 LDX #$00 
083E AD 11 8D LDA $8D11 control reg. A 
0841 10 FB BPL $083E wait for EOC pulse 
0843 AD 10 8D LDA $8D11 read data, clear CRA-7 
0846 9D 00 7F STA $7F00,X 
0849 E8 I NX 
084A AD 12 8D LDA $8D12 read port B 
084D 9D 00 7F STA $7F00,X 
0850 E8 INX 
0851 DO EB BNE $083E stop after 255 samples 
0853 60 RTS 

The program waits in a loop until control register A is negative, which 

is when bit 7 is high (see Appendix B for description of 6820 PIA). In 

line 2 of the program, CRA-1 is set high, which controls the PIA to set 
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Si INPUT 

h~ 
to 60 USEC MAX. 

S2 INPUT 

EOC 

1 . 6  U S E C  

.1 USEC PULSE 

Fig. 1 5 .  This is a system timing diagram showing nominal 
time for the control pulses on the CDS A/D converter. 

the Interrupt Flag CRA-7 high on a positive transition (low to high) of 

CAT. Thus when EOC, which is connected to CA1, pulses high, CRA-7 is 

set high and the A control register becomes negative. When the A control 

register becomes negative, the program exits the wait loop and reads the 

data on both ports of the PIA into memory. The Interrupt Flag bit CRA-7 

is cleared when the microcomputer reads the A data register. Control 

register A, therefore, is positive again. After 255 samples are taken 

and stored, the Basic program regains control and will use the stored 

data to calculate the parameters needed to characterize the CCD. 

Testing of Parameters 

The Rockwell 14501 CCD was evaluated in the test facility to 

demonstrate the facility's capabilities. The parameters were tested at 

room temperature using the electrical inputs, rather than an optical 
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detector element, as the charge source. The results obtained by the 

test facility will be compared with the expected results for a 4-phase 

surface channel IRCCD. 

Charge Transfer Efficiency 

The charge transfer efficiency (CTE) is determined by introducing 

a given number of signal packets into the charge transfer device, trans

ferring this group down the entire array, and determining the amount of 

charge lost in the lead pulses. The injected charge packets must be 

equal, and it is important to have a sufficient number of pulses in the 

group to determine a no-loss steady state pulse height. Also the group 

must be preceded and followed by a large number of signal zeros. The 

input diffusion, as was shown in Fig. 6, is used for inputting of the 

group of charge into the CCD. 

As seen in Fig. 16, the charge lost in the lead pulse is shifted 

back to the trailing pulses; the output of the group may consist of 

several more pulses than the input because of charge smearing. A first-

order approximation to the CTE is found by starting with the formula for 

charge transfer inefficiency (e) for the pulse train, which has been 

transferred through the CCD: 

T" 

Fig. 16. Output pulse train from CCD. 
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The charge transfer inefficiency is given by 

0-e ) n  (5.1) 

Taking the £n of both sides and simplifying (5.1) becomes 

where a=AV.j/Vm and n is the number of transfers performed on the group. 

Using this scheme, 9 charge packets of equal magnitude are 

clocked into the beginning of the CCD followed by 70 signal zeros. This 

sequence is continually repeated causing 9 pulses to appear on the out

put followed by 70 signal zeros and then 9 more pulses and so on. The 

14-bit A/D converter is set up, using sample points Si and S2, to mea

sure and record the leading pulse of each group of pulses and a steady 

state pulse (usually the fourth pulse). The microcomputer records 

these measurements and calculates a for Eq. (5.2) and in turn calculates 

the CTE for the device. This measurement is displayed on the screen and 

the output can be sent to the printer. Some samples of data gathered 

from these measurements on the Rockwell 14501 are as follows. 

SIGNAL 
MEAN .500396753 
VAR 1.32628929E-06 
STD DEV 1.15164634E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN .385277422 
VAR 6.91481364E-06 
STD DEV 2.62960332E-03 

£n(l-a) 
C T E  =  1  - e =  e  n  (5.2) 

CTE With No FAT ZERO 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY 997959603 
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CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .997949528 
SIGNAL 
MEAN .500885064 
VAR 4.11311157E-06 
STD DEV 2.02808076E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN .385155344 
VAR 5.4990619E-06 
STD DEV 2.62960332E-03 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .997949528 
SIGNAL 
MEAN .500885064 
VAR 4.11311157E-06 
STD DEV 2.02808076E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN .385155344 
VAR 2.75693014E-06 
STD DEV 1.6604006E-03 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .998157693 
SIGNAL 
MEAN .502838308 
VAR 5.4990619E-06 
STD DEV 2.34500787E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN .397118965 
VAR 1.24828836E-03 
STD DEV .0353311245 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .997995227 
SIGNAL 
MEAN .500640908 
VAR 4.00878571E-06 
STD DEV 2.00219522E-08 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN .387230666 
VAR 5.00728311E-06 
STD DEV 2.23769594E-03 

The average measured CTE result of .998 compares very closely 

to the expected value of .999 figured in Chapter 2. These results are 

also supported by the engineers at Rockwell International as being 
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typical for this device. It can be concluded, therefore, that this 

first-order approximation technique is very good and gives accurate data. 

If Fat Zero (FZ) was used, the CTE should improve. Fat Zero is 

simply using the input diffusion to put a small amount of charge in 

every bucket so that the surface traps remain filled and will not scrape 

away the signal when it is transferred. The FZ was put in via the fill 

and spill input into the multiplexer so that all the buckets carried a 

little charge. The CTE showed an improvement to .999 as shown below. 

CTE With Fat Zero Added 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .999007326 
SIGNAL 
MEAN 2.22523348 
VAR 1.93047163E-05 
STD DEV 4.39371327E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN 1.95959226 
VAR 3.83870938E-05 
STD DEV 6.1957319E-03 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .999037173 
SIGNAL 
MEAN 2.21839712 
VAR 1.6237489E-04 
STD DEV .0127426406 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN . 1.96105719 
VAR 2.95652462E-05 
STD DEV 5.43739333E-03 

CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .998990748 
SIGNAL 
MEAN 2.22718672 
VAR 5.93685327E-05 
STD DEV 7.70509784E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN 1.95715071 
VAR 1.81190444E-05 
STD DEV 4.25664708E-03 
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CHARGE TRANSFER EFFICIENCY .99902047 
SIGNAL 
MEAN 2.22425685 
VAR 2.50287921E-05 
STD DEV 5.00287839E-03 

FIRST PULSE 
MEAN 1.96203382 
VAR 2.76569263E-05 
STD DEV 5.25898529E-03 

As can be seen, the CTE is greater when Fat Zero is present. Since 

there is a little charge in all the buckets, the surface traps remain 

filled and they will not scrape away the signal being transferred. Thus 

it is shown that the insertion of fill and spill onto the multiplexer 

will improve the CTE. It will be shown later, however, that the signal 

can be saturated and the dynamic response of the device will be lost. 

Therefore, only a small amount of Fat Zero is desired. 

Conversion Efficiency 

The conversion efficiency is found by taking the ratio of the 

output voltage to the number of electrons coming out of the array. Con

version efficiency is usually expressed in volts per electron. For this 

test, a continuous stream of pulses is put into the multiplexer input 

diffusion and varied to control the output voltage level. A load resis

tor (R^) of 10K ohms is put on the output (VQ) of the on-chip amplifier. 

VQ is found by measuring the voltage drop across this resistor. The 

peak-to-peak VQ is measured and recorded using the 14-bit A/D converter. 

The same machine language program, as shown previously in running the 

A/D converter in the CTE test, is used here also. 
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The number of electrons coming out of the array, which produces 

this output voltage, is found by measuring the reset drain current. 

Once the charge has been dumped onto the floating diffusion and Vo has 

been sensed, the floating diffusion must be reset via the reset diffu

sion before the next charge is dumped onto the floating diffusion. This 

is done by pulsing the reset gate and allowing the charge to transfer 

to the reset diffusion, which has a high positive potential on it (Fig. 

6). An electrometer is used to measure the current through the reset 

diffusion. From this current measurement, the amount of charge can be 

determined. 

The setup used in conjunction with the on-chip amplifier to mea

sure the conversion efficiency is shown in Fig. 17. The conversion 

efficiency is found by plotting Ig in yAmps against VQ in volts as shown 

in Fig. 18. The slope of this curve in the linear region gives the con

version efficiency by using the following equation: 

CE = TT ' e" ' f V°1tS/e" (5.3) 
s 

where e=l.6(10-19) coulombs to convert amperes to electrons, and f is 

the reset frequency used on the device. 

The conversion efficiency is done using the microcomputer by 

programming the A/D converter to read the output voltage (VQ). After 

VQ is stored, the microcomputer will ask for the electrometer reading 

in amperes associated with that output voltage. The operator enters 

the electrometer reading and then varies the potential on the gate 

blocking the input diffusion to change VQ to some other point. Both 
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Fig. 17. The in-line electrometer is inserted in the 
Reset Drain to measure the current needed 
to calculate the conversion efficiency. 
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Fig. 18. Plot of output voltage (V ) versus output current (I ) used in the 
calculation of conversion efficiency. 
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the initial reading and the second VQ must be in the linear operating 

region of the CCD. The second VQ is then read using the A/D converter 

and the operator enters the corresponding current reading from the 

electrometer. The program then asks for the reset frequency. After 

this is entered, the program can calculate and print out the conversion 

efficiency using Eq. (5.3). 

Another method for measuring Ig is to insert a current filter 

on the reset drain as shown in Fig. 19. The current filter converts 

the pulsed reset current to DC. Ig is found by measuring Vj across the 

220k ohm resistor with a precise voltmeter. Ig is given by Vj/220(103). 

Both methods were used and their results agreed very closely. Some 

samples of the data gathered on the Rockwell 14501 are as follows: 

Conversion Efficiency 

CONVERSION EFFICIENCY (V/ELEC) 
2.68389813E-07 

VI .966916926 
11 4.5E-08 

V2 5.39534884 
12 2.1E-07 

FREQ 62500 

CONVERSION EFFICIENCY (V/ELEC) 
2.61759141E-07 

VI .964231216 
11 4.5E-08 

V2 2.92742477 
12 1.2E-07 

FREQ 62500 



V |  

+20V 220K 

RG1 OUT 

OUTPUT 
SOURCE 

+ 10V 

Fig. 19. Current filter used in place of the electrometer 
to measure Ig. 
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CONVERSION EFFICIENCY (V/ELEC) 
2.60971739E-07 

VI 2.66129525 
11 1.1E-07 

V2 6.83684308 
12 2.7E-07 

FREQ 62500 

CONVERSION EFFICIENCY (V/ELEC) 
2.58039029E-07 

VI 1.36202161 
11 5.9E-08 

V2 5.51644998 
12 2.2E-07 

FREQ 62500 

The conversion efficiency for the Rockwell 14501 was .25 yV/e. 

Although the results are somewhat less than the value of .3 to .35 

pvolts/e reported by Rockwell, this device was not tested by Rockwell 

personnel and could have larger capacitance on the floating diffusion 

than expected. Since two independent measurements were the same, it is 

concluded that this device must have some stray capacitance increasing 

the floating diffusion capacitance. It is therefore concluded that the 

conversion efficiency for this particular 14501 is less than expected. 

Signal 

The maximum signal is the signal level just at saturation. 

After saturation, the dynamic response of the IRCCD is lost; the signal 

can become distorted and will no longer be meaningful. Thus this upper 
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signal level is important in determining the dynamic range of the device. 

A large dynamic response is desirable in an IRCCD. 

The maximum signal level is found using the A/D converter. To 

measure the signal with the test facility, the A/D converter is set up 

by the microcomputer to sample during the signal. This information is 

then stored and converted by the program to the corresponding voltage 

level, as mentioned previously. Several levels are averaged, and a mean 

is calculated and displayed or printed out. This averaging of the signal 

is also used in the CTE and conversion efficiency to determine the re

quired signal levels. Some samples of the data gathered for maximum 

signal are as follows: 

Maximum Signal 

S I G H R L  
MEAN .500030519 
VflR 3.33820117E-0S 
STD DEV 1.82707448E—0 

:=: I GHHL 
MEAN .50161753 
VflR 1.92242214E-06 
STD DEV 1. 38651439E-0: 

MEAN .501861686 
VAR 2.09981995E~05 
STD DEV 4.58237924E-0: 

S I G N R L  S> I GNHI 
MEAN .50051883 
VAR 7.15316264E—06 
STD DEV 2.67453971E-0 

I GNRL 
MEAN .50161753 
VAR 1.02680037E—05 
STD DEV 3.2043726E—03 

S X GHRL 
MEAN .500640908 
VAR 5.49913466E—06 
STD DEV 2.34502338E—03 

SI GHRL 
MEAN .501007142 
VAR 4.53039002E-06 
STD DEV 2.12847129E—03 

S I GHAI 
MEAH .50051883 
VAR 1.16242095E-05 
STD DEV 3. 4094295E—0: 

S I GHAI 
MEAH .501007142 
VAR 1.04914366E-05 
STD DEV 3.23904871E-83 

S I GHAI 
MEAH .500152597 
VAR 5.37983351E-06 
STD DEV 2.31944681E-03 
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The typical maximum charge handling capacity for these devices 

is 1 to 2x106 electrons. If this value is multiplied by the conversion 

efficiency, the result is a signal level of .25 to .50 volts. The sig

nal level measured by the test facility closely agrees with this expected 

result, and this also supports the accuracy of the previously calculated 

conversion efficiency. 

Noise 

Since there are several sources of noise, the noise measurement 

calculated by the test facility will simply be the total noise of the 

device. The variance of the signal level with no signal charge present 

is an indicator of noise. If there is no signal put into the multiplex

er, then the variation on the output (VQ) must be caused by noise alone, 

since there are no electron packets being transferred as a result of 

the input diffusion or the detectors on the array. Provided the noise 

and .the no-signal level are not coherent, the variances add. Therefore, 

2 
a TOTAL = I a2 (5.4) 

and the variance is given by 

r 2 1 r 2 

X ^ ~ I J ^ 
a2 = ^ (5.5) 

N-l 

where V1-=Vj(S1)-V2(S2)» which is the output of the correlated double 

sample, and N is the number of samples. This expression is used because 

it lends itself to computer evaluation. The noise is therefore given 

by the standard deviation of several output pulses, each for the same 
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no-signal measurement condition. The noise is the square root of the 

variance given in (5.5) 

This is done in the test facility by programming the 14-bit cor

related double sample A/D converter to sample at the same no-signal 

point for several continuous output frames. For noise measurements, 

the microcomputer takes and averages 255 sample points. From the ave

rage, the variance and standard deviation are calculated. Some samples 

of noise data gathered by the test facility are as follows: 

Noise Levels 

MO I ©EE 
MEAN 1.19693432E-03 
VRR 2.34257587E—06 
STD DEV 1.53054757E-03 

MO I S!E 
MEAN 9.39426539E-04 
VAR 2„89852689E-06 
STD DEV 1.70250606E-03 

MO I SEE 
MEAN 1.2255463E—03 
VAR 3.15812837E—06 
STD DEV 1.77711237E—03 

MO I SEE 
MEAN 1.2255463E—03 
VAR 299512702E-06 
STD DEV 1.73064353E—03 

MO I SEE 
MEAN 1.75963651E-03 
VAR 2.71060236E-06 
STD DEV 1.6463907IE-©:: 

MO i SEE: 
MEAN 1. 78824849E—03 
VAR 2.97584339E-06 
STD DEV 1.7250633E—03 

MO I SEE 
MEAN 1.62611396E-03 
VAR 2.93563881E-06 
STD DEV 1.7133706E—03 
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If the standard deviation is divided by the conversion effi

ciency, the noise is given in electrons. These noise measurements cal

culated to 6500 noise electrons. Table 5.1 shows typical noise levels 

for this type of device, given in noise electrons at liquid nitrogen 

temperature. The expected level, determined by a root mean square sum 

of all the noise sources, is somewhat lower than the value calculated 

by the test facility. This is due primarily to operation at room tem

perature. Other sources of error could be coming from the in-line amp

lifier or the A/D converter itself. 

Table 5.1. Typical noise level of various contributors of liquid 
nitrogen temperature. 

Noise Source Level (Electrons) 

Input Noise 500 

Transfer Inefficiency 50 

Trapping 

Surface channel 1000 

Buried channel 100 

Dark Current 100 

Floating Diff. Reset 500 

Amplifier 500 

A fundamental limitation of measurement accuracy is the resolu

tion of the A/D converter. Being a 14-bit converter with a range of 

0-10 volts, the resolution is 10/16,384 = .61 mv. The equivalent number 
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of electrons that this represents is resolution in electrons 

= rlnillw!in aff.Vl-onr„ = 2441 noise electrons (5.6) conversion efficiency 

When no signal was put into the A/D converter and noise was mea

sured, there was a standard deviation of 900 noise electrons. This is 

much less than the measured noise, so it is not significant. The higher 

noise level can also be explained by noise created in the in-line ampli

fier and picked up on the lines from the device to the A/D converter. 

When the oscilloscope used to observe the output was grounded to the 

mainframe containing the test facility, the output signal smoothed out 

somewhat. The oscilloscope, therefore, could also be causing excess 

noise. 



CHAPTER 6 

CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

The objective of designing and building an IRCCD test facility 

was achieved. However, there are changes that could be made to improve 

or alter the test facility and improve its performance. 

Conclusion 

One of the most important design parameters was that the system 

should be universal. This system has met this standard entirely. It 

has been used to run and test several different types of IRCCD1s manu

factured not only by Rockwell International but also Honeywell Corpora

tion. Each device has different pin-outs and timing requirements. The 

timing blocks were entered into the microcomputer, the wires to the test 

chamber changed, and the output of the device was optimized; tests were 

then taken to characterize it. The changeover could be done in a matter 

of hours; if the timing diagram is simple, it can also be converted and 

entered quickly. The system, therefore, proved to be easy to change 

over and extremely effective in changing the clocked signals and voltage 

levels to optimize the performance of the CCD. 

The system must provide a "quick look" characterization of the 

CCD to determine its effectiveness. By calculating the charge transfer 

efficiency, conversion efficiency, maximum signal level, and noise level, 

the system successfully characterizes each device. 



By comparing the results obtained on the Rockwell 14501 CCD 

device to the predicted or manually measured results from Rockwell per

sonnel, it can be concluded that the test facility results are identical. 

Certainly the results are accurate enough to determine the usefulness of 

the device and the check-out of the test facility. No error analysis 

has been presented, since this thesis deals mainly with the development 

of the test facility; the Rockwell 14501 device was used simply as a 

means to check the operation of the facility. 

The test facility can be controlled from the microcomputer key

board very effectively. After the device is optimized and the timing 

diagram and voltage levels are stored, it is simple to recall them and 

run the device at a later time. 

One of the objectives was that the system should be easy to use. 

Because there was a limit on memory, the software could not be written 

to do everything. Therefore, a "smart" operator is required to run the 

test facility. This is especially true in programming the A/D converter 

to sample the output voltage at the proper time. Test Point 1 (Sj) and 

Test Point 2 (S2) must be placed in the timing blocks to occur during 

the desired signal level after the transfer delay. It takes some time 

to become familiar with the purpose of each command in the menu. The 

operator must also be familiar with the particular device under test in 

order to optimize it properly. 

Recommendations 

Clearly the system should have a larger and more powerful com

puter doing the controlling. This way the software running the system 



could be improved to interact more with the operator. This would slow 

down the operation for an experienced operator but would be more help

ful to a new operator. The larger computer would make room for addi

tions in several areas. By using a larger computer, image processing 

could be done on the array. Frames of the image could be stored and 

compared and the computer could correct fixed pattern noise and display 

the image on a TV screen. 

An IEEE-488 compatible electrometer could be included into the 

test facility. The computer could then read the current level during 

the conversion efficiency measurement through the IEEE-488 bus rather 

than having the operator look at the meter and enter the value. This 

would increase the accuracy of this measurement provided there are 

enough significant digits on the electrometer. 

Finally, an external box of electronics to drive Sj and S2 on 

the A/D converter should be made. This could be used in place of the 

pattern generator to allow the operator to set up and change the loca

tion of these test pulses without having to change the timing blocks. 

This would save time when extensive changes are made to the blocks for 

syncronizing Sx and S2 with the desired signal level on the output of 

the CCD. 
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14501 TEST 

LOOPING OF BLOCKS 
NESTED LOOP # 1 FROM BLOCK # 0 TO BLOCK # 0 REPEATED 0 TIMES 

MUX PHASE 
MUX PHASE 
MUX PHASE 
MUX PHASE 
RESET GATE UPPER 
FILL & SPILL DIODE 
STORAGE GATE FOR MUX IN 

1 
2 
3 
4 

CHANNEL IDENTIFICATION 
CHANNEL 1 
CHANNEL 2 
CHANNEL 3 
CHANNEL 4 
CHANNEL 5 
CHANNEL 6 
CHANNEL 7 
CHANNEL 8 -
CHANNEL 9 SCOPE TRIGGER 
CHANNEL 10 
CHANNEL 11 -
CHANNEL 12 -
CHANNEL 13 -
CHANNEL 14 -
CHANNEL 15 -
CHANNEL 16 -
CHANNEL 17 -
CHANNEL 18 -
r>r 1 CLAMPING GATE UPPER MUX (CG) 
L/ C  2 CLAMPING GATE LOWER MUX ( CG) 
DC 3 DC OUTPUT TRANSFER GATE 
DC 4 DC RESET FET GATE 
DC 5 RESET DRAIN 
DC 6 OUTPUT FET DRAIN 
DC 7 BACKFLOW GATE UPPER 
DC 8 -

DC 9 -

DC 10 -

DC 11 -

DC 12 -



14501 TEST 
CCD DRIVE VOLTAGES 

CHANNEL HIGH LOW IDENTIFICATION 
CH 1 24.8 4.9 MUX PHASE 1 
CH 2 24.8 5.1 MUX PHASE 2 
CH 3 24.8 3.9 MUX PHASE 3 
CH 4 24.8 5.9 MUX PHASE 4 
CH 5 19.5 1.2 RESET GATE UPPER 
CH 6 13.5 4.9 FILL & SPILL DIODE 
CH 7 13.9 2.5 STORAGE GATE FOR MUX IN 
CH 8 .0 .0 -

CH 9 11.1 .4 SCOPE TRIGGER 
CH 10 .0 .1- -

CH 11 .1- .1- -

CH 12 .0 .0 -

CH 13 .1- .1- -

CH 14 .1- .1- -

CH 15 .1- .1- -

CH 16 .4- .0 -

CH 17 .1- .0 -

CH 18 .1- .0 -

DC 1 2.2- CLAMPING GATE UPPER MUX (CG) 
DC 2 .2 CLAMPING GATE LOWER MUX ( CG) 
DC 3 6.1 DC OUTPUT TRANSFER GATE 
DC 4 18.2 DC RESET FET GATE 
DC 5 14.1 RESET DRAIN 
DC 6 14.1 OUTPUT FET DRAIN 
DC 7 9.2 BACKFLOW GATE UPPER 
DC 8 2.1 
DC 9 .0 
DC10 .4-
DC11 .1-
DC12 .0 
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COMMON TO /\LL PIA's, (FROM MICR0C0MPU7LR) 
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Fig. B.l. Interconnection of 6821 PIA to setup DAC's on clock drivers 
and power supplies. ro 
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Fig. B.2. Peripheral Interface Adapter (PIA). 



GND 1 o 40 — CAT 
PAO — 2 39 — CA2 
PA1 — 3 38 — FRQA 
PA2 — 4 37 — FRQB 
PA3 — 5 36 — RSO 
PA4 — 6 35 — RSI 
PA5 — 7 34 — RESET 
PA6 — 8 33 — DO 
PA7 9 32 — 01 
PBO — 10 S6820 31 — D2 
PB1 — 11 30 — D3 
PB2 — 12 29 — D4 
PB3 — 13 28 — D5 
PB4 — 14 27 — D6 
PB5 — 15 26 — D7 
PB6 — 16 25 — E 
PB7 — 17 24 — CS1 
CB1 — 18 23 — CS2 
CB2 — 19 22 — CSO 
Vcc — 20 21 — R/VV 

Fig. B.3. Pinout of PIA. 

Functional Description 

The S6820 Peripheral Interface Adapter provides the universal 

means of interfacing peripheral equipment to the S6800 Microprocessing 

Unit (MPU). This device is capable of interfacing the MPU to peripher

als through two 8-bit bidirectional peripheral data buses and four con

trol lines. No external logic is required for interfacing to most 

peripheral devices. 

The functional configuration of the PIA is programmed by the 

MPU during system initialization. Each of the peripheral data lines 

can be programmed to act as an input or output, and each of the four 

control/interrupt lines may be programmed for one of several control 

modes. This allows a high degree of flexibility in the overall opera

tion of the interface. 



The PIA interfaces to the S6800 MPU with an eight-bit bidirec

tional data bus, three chip select lines, two register select lines, 

two interrupt request lines, read/write line, enable line and reset 

line. These signals, in conjunction with the S6800 VMA output, permit 

the MPU to have complete control over the PIA. VMA may be utilized to 

gate the input signals to the PIA. 
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